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How far are Pneumatic Artificial Muscles from biological muscles?
Omid Mohseni1,∗ , Ferréol Gagey2 , Gouping Zhao3 , Andre Seyfarth3 and Maziar A. Sharbafi1,3

Abstract— There is a long history demonstrating humans’
tendency to create artificial copies of living creatures. For
moving machines called robots, actuators play a key role in
developing human-like movements. Among different types of
actuation, PAMs (pneumatic artificial muscles) are known as
the most similar ones to biological muscles. In addition to
similarities in force generation mechanism (tension based), the
well-accepted argumentation from Klute et al., states that the
PAM force-length (fl ) behavior is close to biological muscles,
while the force-velocity (fv ) pattern is different. Using the
multiplicative formulation of the pressure (as an activation
term), fl and fv beside an additive passive parallel elastic
element, we present a new model of PAM. This muscle-based
model can predict PAM dynamic behaviors with high precision.
With a second experiment on a two-segmented leg, the proposed
model is verified to predict the generated forces of PAMs in an
antagonistic arrangement. Such a dynamic muscle-like model
of artificial muscles can be used for the design and control of
legged robots to generate robust, efficient and versatile gaits.

I. INTRODUCTION
Skeletal muscles in animals and humans can be considered as biological actuators which exert joint torques and
generate movement. It has been shown that the intrinsic
muscle properties (inherent compliance, i.e., muscle forcelength and force-velocity relationships) play an important
role in generating stable, robust and efficient locomotion
behaviors [1-4]. Therefore, employing actuators with musclelike properties in legged robotic systems can be beneficial.
In the current robotic systems, the McKibben type pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM) is one of the most widely used
muscle-like actuators because of its simplicity and low-cost
manufacturing [5], [6]. Compared to other types of actuators
(i.e., electric motors and hydraulic actuators), PAMs provide
more benefits in the conditions where high energy density,
low added mass, almost no reflected inertia, and inherent
compliance are required. For instance, in robotic legs [7],
[8], robotic arms [9], [10], and exoskeletons [11-13].
A PAM is comprised of an inner rubber tube (expandable)
surrounded by an outer mesh sheath (made from nonelastic
Nylon fibers). It is rather difficult to build an accurate
analytical PAM model because of the nonlinearity of forcelength relationships in the rubber and the complex interaction
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forces between the inner tube and the outer mesh. A few
static PAM models have been proposed based on the PAM
working principles (energy conservation, virtual work) [1417]. By adding friction components to the static model from
[14], Tang and Liu developed a dynamic PAM model that
described the PAM force as a high order polynomial function
of pressure, contraction length and velocity, and external
loads [18]. Sharbafi et al. [19] derived a dynamic PAM model
by fitting a polynomial function to the measured data. The
PAM force was modeled as a third-order polynomial function
of PAM pressure, contraction length, and velocity [19]. All
these models can describe the PAM behaviors to some extent,
but there is no well-accepted PAM model that can accurately
mimic the PAM dynamics and can be easily implemented
in simulations. In addition, although the PAM has similar
properties as biological muscles (e.g., tunable stiffness and
inherent compliance), it remains unclear how far the PAM is
from the biological muscle. Therefore, the goal of this study
is to derive an accurate dynamic PAM model which has a
similar structure as that of the biological muscle model (Hilltype [20]) so that we can investigate the similarities between
the PAM and the biological muscle.
In this paper, we present a systematic approach to model
PAMs as biological muscles and to identify the parameters.
Then experimental studies are performed to verify the identified PAM models and evaluate their performance. Finally,
the similarities between the PAM and the biological muscle
are analyzed and discussed.
II. METHODS
A. PAM Identification Experiment
The experimental setup used in this study for identifying
the PAM parameters is shown in Fig. 1. It is similar to the
setup described in the previous study in [19]. It consists of
a brushless DC motor (E8318-120KV, Hymotor, China), a
PAM, and a force sensor (ALM-170, AMOS, Germany), all
connected in series with non-stretchable Dyneema ropes. The
PAM elongation was calculated by the motor angle and the
radius of the pulley. The PAM air pressure was measured
by an air pressure sensor (PSE 530, SMC, Japan). A Matlab
xPC (2015b, Mathworks, USA) target machine was used to
control the motor and collect data at 1 kHz.
In the PAM identification experiment, the PAM was first
inflated to a certain initial pressure (with rope being slack).
The initial pressure ranges from 200 kPa to 600 kPa. Then a
force controller was applied to stretch the rope (desired force
of 10 N). The motor encoder data in this condition were used
to calculate the PAM rest length. Finally, the motor velocity
was controlled with a randomized profile for 200 seconds.
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we found the combination of CE and PEC the most useful
one to represent the PAM behavior [23].
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Fig. 1: Schematic of PAM identification experimental setup.

B. Muscle-like Modeling of PAM
Since PAMs offer characteristics like being light-weight
and inherently compliant (due to the compressibility of air)
and also due to their decreasing load-contraction relation,
they are often regarded and referred to as human skeletal
muscles. Though several research studies have attempted
to model these actuators from different perspectives (e.g.,
geometrical, phenomenological, or empirical) [21], still to
the best of our knowledge no well-accepted dynamic model
has been proposed. In this study, we present a new dynamic
model inspired by the muscle tendon complex model.
The key elements in the muscle modeling are Contractile
Element (CE) and Elastic components in Series (SEC) or
in Parallel (PEC). In the Hill-type muscle model [20], the
generated force by the CE (FCE ) is given by:
FCE (A, lCE , vCE ) = AFmax fl (lCE ) fv (vCE )

(1)

where A is the muscle activation level. In addition, lCE ,
vCE and Fmax are the muscle length, contraction speed and
maximum isometric force, respectively. For the force-length
fl (lCE ) and the force-velocity fv (vCE ) relations, here we
explain the equations introduced by [22].
]
[
3
lCE − lopt
fl (lCE ) = exp c
(2)
lopt w
where lopt is the optimal CE length, w denotes the width of
the bell-shaped fl (lCE ) curve and c is a constant value that
can be considered as the muscle stiffness. The force-velocity
fv (vCE ) is as follows:

vmax − vCE



vCE < 0
v
max + κvCE
fv (vCE ) =
vmax + vCE


 N + (N − 1)
vCE ≥ 0
7.56κvCE − vmax
(3)
where, vmax , κ and N are constant values representing the
maximum contraction velocity, the curvature constant and
the eccentric force enhancement.
A quick glance at (1) shows that the CE force is in fact
obtained by multiplication of four terms. It also reveals that
the force is dependent on the length (lCE ) and velocity
(vCE ). Motivated by this, we seek to find a similar relationship for describing the PAM force as a function of its
related parameters. Among different combination of parallel
and serial elastic elements for describing muscle behavior

(4)

P assive

where P , l and v denote the dependency of the PAM force on
the instantaneous pressure, PAM length, and PAM velocity
(i.e., rate of length variation), respectively. The parameter
F is a constant playing the role of a fixed gain for the
output PAM force; as in Fmax in (1). Here, the active
and passive parts represent the CE and PEC in biological
muscles, respectively. The inner functions (fl and fv ) in (4)
are considered as follows:
fla (l) = 1 + a0 l + a1 l2 + a2 l3
fv (v) = 1 + b0 v

(5)

flp (l) = c0 + c1 l
where [a0 , a1 , a2 ], [b0 ], and [c0 , c1 ] are unknown coefficients
to be determined. It is also noteworthy to mention here
that the above functions are selected based on the PAM
measurement data, which will be discussed in more details
in Section III. The form of the model proposed here in (4)
reflects that the PAM dynamics is governed by an active
part (CE) with P as the activation, and a passive part (PEC)
working in parallel. Though other types of inner functions
rather than polynomials may be used for fl and fv , these
polynomials are found sufficient to provide accurate force
estimation in later experiments.
C. Parameter Identification Protocol
The first step to identify the model parameters is to create
training and testing sets of data. For that, we randomly
split the experimental data to ensure that the training and
testing sets are similar which in turn minimizes the effects
of data discrepancies. Here, we divided the data into two
sets: one with 75% of the source data, for training the
model and one with 25% for testing. For calculating the
coefficients [a0 , a1 , a2 ], [b0 ], [c0 , c1 ] and [F ] in (4), we used
the fminsearch function in Matlab with random initial
conditions. Of course, it should be noted here that other
numerical optimization methods can be employed as well.
Finally, for evaluating the performance of the fitted model,
we inputted the testing dataset into the model and calculated
the renowned R2 coefficient of determination metric which
is defined as:
∑
2
(yi − fi )
2
(6)
R = 1 − ∑i
2
i (yi − ȳ)
where yi and fi denote the testing and estimated data
samples, respectively. Also ȳ is the mean of the testing
dataset.
D. Verification Experiments
Identification of a model’s unknown parameters based
on a given set of data does not necessarily guarantee the
correctness or accuracy of the model in face of every possible
scenario. A comprehensive and well-identified model must
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Fig. 2: Experimental setup used for verification of the PAMs.

then be applicable to other possible conditions and applications rather than just the one it is tuned for. In this regard, we
tried to verify our proposed bioinspired PAM model (4) in a
different experimental setup to provide supportive evidence
for sufficiently accurate prediction of PAM behavior. For
that, we installed two PAMs in an antagonistic arrangement
on a joint of a two-link robot; see Fig. 2. As can be seen from
this figure, a pair of PAMs denoted by extensor and flexor
with lengths of 22 and 16 cm respectively are placed on a
joint for actuation. The experiments for verifying the model
are conducted in two cases: 1) the robot link is actuated by
an electrical motor to move sinusoidally and the PAMs are
inflated with a fixed amount of air pressure, and 2) the robot
link is actuated directly by sinusoidal inflation/deflation of
the PAMs and the motors are turned off.
III. RESULTS
A. PAM Identification
In order to identify the parameters of our model (4), we
used the dataset from Subsection II-A. An insight into this
dataset (for a PAM with a length of 16 cm) which is depicted
in Fig. 3a shows the nonlinear dependency of PAM output
force on its length, velocity and pressure. To better observe
the relations between different PAM parameters which may
not be clear in this 3D curve, one can refer to [19].
Using the training data and the proposed muscle-like PAM
model (Eqs. 4 and 5) we predict the generated force for the
testing data. The comparison between the experimental data
and model prediction (for the PAM with 16 cm) is illustrated
in Fig. 3b. The randomly zoomed area in this figure show
that the model is well-fitted to the experimental data and thus

the PAM parameters are identified correctly. Calculating the
R2 coefficient for this dataset also shows 98.12% correlation.
It must be also noted here that the aforementioned evaluation
process stated here was repeated for two other PAMs with
different lengths (12 and 22 cm) and it was shown that fitting
our muscle-like model (4) on PAMs yielded R2 correlations
of above 98%. The identified coefficients of the model for
all of the three PAMs are summarized in Tab. I.
The general behavior of our PAM model with its considered polynomial inner functions (5) can be better understood
by comparing it to the muscle inner functions in (2) and (3).
For comparison, the values of muscle parameters are chosen
commensurate with those reported in [24]. The normalized
force-length graphs for both PAM and muscle are shown
in Fig. 4a. For normalizing the PAM force-length relationship, we divided the length and force by their maximum
values. This way the PAM force-length figure can be easily
compared to that of muscle which is already normalized
according to (2). However, it must be noted here that the
muscle force-length is plotted only in the interval where it
reaches its optimal length (i.e., lopt ). Now, it can be seen
from Fig. 4a that the cubic polynomial considered for the
PAM force-length mimics the rising edge of the muscle
force-length, except the plateau at the end. In addition,
Fig. 4b displays the force-velocity of PAM and muscle.
Again here, the related graph for the PAM is normalized
for comparison. An insight into this figure shows that the
nonlinear force-velocity of the biological muscle is simplified
to a linear relation in a limited range which is shown by
the thick line. By performing identification tests in a wider
range of circumstances, it can be expected that the behavioral
patterns of our PAM model observed in here (either forcelength or force-velocity relations) better mimic those of
biological muscles.
B. PAM Verification
In order to evaluate our proposed PAM model and verify
its accuracy, we conducted two experiments wherein two
PAMs are located antagonistically on a joint; see Fig. 2.
In the first experiment, both PAMs are inflated with a
constant 500 kPa air pressure and the joint motor is moved
sinusoidally while the PAM valves are closed entirely during
the whole experiment; meaning no air pressure is let in or
out. We then captured the joint angle, velocity, instantaneous
pressure of the PAMs and also their force via the xPC target
in Matlab, Simulink. Thereafter, these measurements were
inputted into their corresponding PAM models to give us an
estimate of the force. The experimental results are shown
in Fig. 5. In this figure, the measured forces are compared
with those of the model both for the extensor (Fig. 5a) and
flexor (Fig. 5b). Calculating the R2 metric yields 97.9% and
97.4% for the extensor and flexor forces, respectively; which
indicates that the identified PAM models still hold for this
experiment.
In the second experiment, however, the electrical motors were turned off and the PAMs were controlled in a
sinusoidal manner with 500 kPa magnitude and 180 de-
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Fig. 3: (a) Experimental data acquired from the PAM identification experiments in different initial pressures (ranging from
200 to 600 kPa) for a PAM with the length of 16 cm. (b) Real PAM force versus PAM output force from modeling. An
interval of one second is zoomed here for illustration purposes and better comparison.
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Fig. 4: Comparison between muscle and PAM in terms of force-length and force-velocity dependency.
TABLE I: Identified model parameters of PAMs

PAM (22cm)
PAM (16cm)
PAM (12cm)

F

a0

a1

a2

b0

c0

c1

0.3235
0.2849
0.1562

16.99
25.22
104.93

-298
-267
-2064

3600
7600
80500

-0.16
-0.22
-0.36

-592.32
-499.54
-482.38

6430
7488
6338

gree phase difference. The frequency was also set to 1 Hz.
Needless to say, as a result of such actuation, the robot
joint moves sinusoidally. For conducting this experiment,
each PAM was equipped with two continuous valves (PVQseries proportional solenoid valves), one for supplying the
air pressure and one for exhausting it. Then, PAMs were

PID controlled using the pressure measurements as feedback
variables. Fig. 6 illustrates the results obtained from this
experiment and it shows that the model’s estimated force
acceptably resemble the measured force both in terms of
pattern and magnitude, which in turn shows the validity
of our model. The discrepancies between the model and
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Fig. 5: Comparison of PAMs’ measured forces with PAM model during sinusoidal movements of the robot link by means
of an electrical motor. (a) shows the results for the extensor and (b) displays the force for the flexor PAM.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the measured force of the PAMs with the force outputted from our PAM model during an antagonistic
actuation experiment of the PAMs. (a) shows the results for the extensor and (b) displays the force for the flexor PAM.

experimental results observed in here are due to the fact
that the PAMs’ identification experiments (Subsection II-A)
were performed with constant amount of air pressures inside
the PAMs. Overall, according to the obtained experimental
outcomes, it can be concluded that our proposed bioinspired
PAM model (4) is well-identified and accurate for cases
where the amount of air pressure inside the PAM is kept
constant, and it works acceptably in other practical scenarios
with variable pressure, as in the second experiment.

in light of our knowledge about biological muscle properties. Different models have been developed for explaining
biological muscle behaviors and they are all comprised of
contractile and passive elastic elements [25], [26]. In our
empirical investigations, we also found that a CE (contractile
element) beside a PEC (parallel elastic component) can better
predict the PAM dynamics compared to previous studies.
This bioinspired model plus a serial tendon could better
approximate biological muscle behaviors [27].

IV. DISCUSSIONS

With the proposed combination of active (CE) and passive
(PEC) elements, different behavioral patterns can be better
understood. This way, the identified force-length and force-

In this study, we introduced a new perspective in understanding the PAM (pneumatic artificial muscle) behavior
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velocity relations of the active part were better represented.
Here, the similarity between the biological and artificial
muscle models is twofold: 1) structural level and 2) control
level when they are considered as tunable impedance.
Similarity in structural level: The results show that multiplication of different functions of force versus velocity and
length, and the injected pressure as the activation signal is
crucial to understand the artificial muscle behavior. Previous
studies on developing models by considering combinations of
different functions of pressure, length and velocity [19], [28]
never described separate spring or damper like behaviors of
the PAMs. From this viewpoint, multiplicative formulation
and increasing and decreasing relations, respectively, for
force-length and force-velocity with comparable patterns to
biological muscles are two important features of PAMs in
the structural level. The introduced formulation (4) is the key
to expose the underlying dynamical behavior of PAMs. This
way the presented model can predict the second (verification)
experimental results. Despite the general patterns of the fl
and fv in PAMs which are comparable with their biological
counterparts, the most significant difference is the smaller
damping effect in the PAM compared to muscles. These
outcomes are in line with findings of Klute et al. [29].
Control level: Similar to the activation signal in biological
muscles, air pressure can be considered as an input signal
to tune these muscles’ impedance. Multiplication of the
activation signal with the intrinsic behaviors of the muscles
enable the system to be considered as variable impedance
actuators [30]. This property is very useful for locomotion
control. Recently, PAMs are employed as variable compliances in a hybrid actuation design called EPA (electricpneumatic actuator) [19]. More recent studies presented theoretical methods to design parallel compliances for increasing
efficiency and robustness in locomotion [31], [32]. With our
proposed model, PAMs can be utilized to design the required
impedance for increasing efficiency and robustness supported
by stability analyses.
Based on the proposed model, we also implemented a
Simulink model of PAM as a new actuator block. In this
model, for each length and velocity (of the PAM) calculated
by the kinematic relations, and the injected amount of air,
the force FP AM is calculated. If the valves are closed, the
instantaneous pressure can be also estimated based on a
similar formulation to be set as another input in actuator
block. The developed PAM Simulink model can be used for
further simulations in the future.
Since in the identification experiment, the valves were
closed, we did not expect to precisely predict the experimental results while air flow changes the amount of air
inside the PAMs and consequently the dynamic behavior. For
this reason, the prediction precision of the experiments with
closed valves (Fig. 5) was better than that of with controlled
valves (Fig. 6). However, with such a fundamental difference
our model capability in prediction of the PAM behavior
is noticeable. In the future, identification experiments with
controlled valves could further improve the model.
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